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Dated at Jaipur:- 24-09-2012

To,
Shri Prahlad Rai
Genl. Secy. AIBSNLEA
CHQ. New Delhi
Sub: Stopping of the Inter Circle Transfer of Executives of Rajasthan whose stay is less than 18
years in Gr.“B” and 15 years in STS.
Respected Sir,
Most of the Executives of Rajasthan Circle have been voluntarily opted their own cost &
request transfer out of the Rajasthan Circle to honour the Transfer Policy of BSNL. After successful
completion of the prescribed Circle Tenure break (i.e. at least 2 years of service in other circle) these
executives have been reverted back to Rajasthan Circle on their cost & request. Since these
executives have performed their duties out of Rajasthan they should be rest assured for not to be
transfer out of circle for next 18/15 years (Circle Tenure of Gr.“B”/STS as prescribed in BSNL Transfer
policy).
On the instruction of BSNL HQ, Rajasthan Circle has prepared a list of eligible STS(T) for out of
circle transfer, most of the executives whose stay in circle is even less than 2 years and they have
already broken up their circle tenure, have been included in the list which is very surprising. There
are many JAG officers staying in Rajasthan Circle more than the permissible period as per transfer
policy (i.e. 8 years). This situation is clear injustice to the executives and against the transfer policy.
Kindly take up the case with BSNL Corp. Office for immediately stopping of the future transfer
to inter circle transfer from Rajasthan for those executives who have not crossed 18 years of stay in
Gr.“B” and 15 years of stay in STS in Rajasthan.
With kind regards,

(M.K.Morodia)
Circle Secretary
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